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Abstract
Drawing on socio-cultural theories and Bayesian accounts of brain function, in this article we construe
psychiatric conditions as disorders of social interaction, to fully account for their complexity and
dynamicity across levels of description and temporal scales. After an introduction of the theoretical
underpinnings of our integrative approach, we take Autism Spectrum Conditions (ASC) as a paradigm
example and discuss how neurocognitive hypotheses can be translated into a Bayesian formulation, i.e.
in terms of predictive processing and active inference. We then argue that consideration of individuals
(even within a Bayesian framework) will not be enough for a comprehensive understanding of
psychiatric conditions and consequently put forward the dialectical misattunement hypothesis, which
views psychopathology, not merely as disordered function within single brains, but as a dynamic
interpersonal mismatch that encompasses various levels of description. Moving from a mere
comparison of groups, i.e. ‘healthy’ persons versus ‘patients’, to a fine-grained analysis of social
interactions within dyads and groups of individuals will open new avenues and may allow to avoid an
overly neurocentric scope in psychiatric research, as well as help to reduce social exclusion.
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δὶς ἐς τὸν αὐτὸν ποταμὸν οὐκ ἂν ἐμβαίης.
You could not step twice into the same river.
τὰ ὄντα ἰέναι τε πάντα καὶ μένειν οὐδέν.
All flows, nothing stays.
Heraclitus (ca. 535 - ca. 475 BC)

Through others, we become ourselves.
Lev Vygotsky (1896-1936)

1. A synthesis of dialectical and computational perspectives
1.1 Psychiatry through a dialectical lens
In this paper, we will put forward an integrative approach for revisiting psychiatric conditions, taking
dialectics as a point of departure. The latter could be considered as an evolving school of thought, met
in various historical contexts (e.g. Greek dialectic, Chinese dialectic, Hegelian dialectic, Marxian dialectic
[1,2]) critical to both reductionism and dualism. It asserts that phenomena cannot be meaningfully
understood by reducing them into single levels of description (cf. reductionism) or assuming a
metaphysical independence between levels (cf. dualism), but should be rather studied in their
wholeness, inner contradiction and movement. In this light, human mind and psychopathology cannot
be understood in isolation from society, the body and social interaction. To quote Hegel “to know, or, in
other words, to comprehend an object is equivalent to being conscious of it as a concrete unity of
opposed determinations” [3,4]. We will, therefore, try to overcome traditional dichotomies, such as
organism/environment, by viewing them as both a result and a cause of reciprocal adjustments, or
individual/society by considering the whole and the part as, albeit partially autonomous, highly
interdependent levels of organization. In this effort, we will also draw upon accounts of intersubjectivity,
which emphasize that single levels of analysis or cutting off the part from the whole may severely limit
our understanding of a phenomenon. We will emphasize viewing psychiatric conditions, not as static
conditions driven by a single cause, but rather as the outcome of an interplay of multiple and diverse
factors (Fig. 1) and to be more specific as a process of circular causality among different levels of
description (e.g. biological, cognitive-behavioral and socio-cultural), as well as multiple functions within
a level (e.g. action and perception within the cognitive-behavioral level), unfolding over different
temporal frames (e.g. evolutionary, cultural, social, individual-psychological, subindividual-biological
developing scales; based on Lev Vygotsky’s and colleagues’ views on human development [5,6]).1

1

Please note the specific definition and distinction between levels, functions and temporal frames, as put forward
here, are made for intelligibility purposes only and it should not be taken as implying dichotomies; processes and
their interrelationships appear complex, continuous and overlapping in reality (e.g. see [145]).
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Indeed, contrary to a common assumption that a full description on a micro-spatiotemporal level is
causally complete, it has been suggested that a genuine causal emergence on a macro level might also
be possible [7]. Importantly, such an emergence is not to be solely attributed to a weakness of
experimental means to fully grasp the micro-phenomena, but rather due to inherent characteristics of
systemic processes themselves. For example, coarser mechanisms on a higher level might appear more
robust in terms of causality, than relevant stochastic micro-processes. Thus, a genuine causal emergence
on a macro level is necessary for a complete description. In fact, this is a conclusion from physics where
the circular causality between the microscopic and the macroscopic is well established in terms of
concepts such as the slaving principle and the center manifold theorem. In brief, these theorems suggest
the emergent macroscopic (order parameters) that describe the whole enslave the microscopic
components that constitute the whole. This induces a circular causality that lies at the heart of
synergetics (cf. [8]). It also speaks to the circular causality to which enactivism and embodied (situated)
cognition approaches appeals. Following such a line of thought this paper will argue that while
considering neurobiological and phenomenological processes is an important step toward the
understanding of psychiatric conditions, it may remain incomplete as further levels of analysis, such as
sociocultural processes and generally social structure, are neglected. For instance, structures promoting
social exclusion or competitiveness, as opposed to communication and collaboration could distinctly
shape individual behavior, mental reality and biological mechanisms. Here, our approach heavily leans
on work from the cultural historical activity theory, which re-interpreted human development across a
variety of conditions, as a dynamic interplay between biological and sociocultural forces ([6,9,10] on the
work of Lev Vygotsky and colleagues). Notably, the aforementioned variety of conditions were not
limited to what one could think of ‘social conditions’, but rather included individuals who were both
deaf and blind, to give an example. The organic condition can of course still affect the construction of
the social self via atypical development, if amelioration of social exclusion is not taken into account. As
Vygotsky, pointed out:
“the confusion and failure to differentiate the organic from the cultural, the natural from the historical
and the biological from the social […], inevitably leads to a fundamentally incorrect understanding and
interpretation of the data (observations)” (excerpt from Vygotsky’s work; translated in [6]).
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Figure 1. Schematic depiction of dynamic interrelationships: between multiple levels (e.g. biological, cognitivebehavioral, sociocultural) and functions (e.g. including but not limited in the functionality of multiple
st
nd
neuromodulators or bacteria on the 1 level, body-/neuro-systemic and phenomenological aspects on the 2
rd
level, social structure, institutions or cultural practices on the 3 level), interacting in several temporal scales.
Please note arrows may appear static on the image, but we interpret them as representations of developing
interrelationships reflecting both quantitative and qualitative changes (cf. dialectics). Certain additional core levels
of description, i.e. the (micro-/macro-) physical levels, have been omitted from this illustration.

1.2 Psychiatry through a computational lens
In our effort to adopt an integrative perspective, we will use Bayesian accounts of cognition and
behavior as powerful tools of analysis within the level of the individual, but most importantly we will
suggest ways of going beyond the individual as the unit of analysis, and eventually overcoming
limitations of a single-level approach (see Sections 5 and 6). Computational psychiatry can be thought of
as lying on the interface between computational neuroscience and clinical psychiatry. It deploys
computational (e.g. Bayesian) modeling in order to mechanistically describe psychiatric conditions (e.g.
[11,12]). A more specific hierarchical Bayesian approach to perception and action, which we will focus
on here, has been described as the predictive coding (also mentioned as predictive processing; a term
which we will be using in this article) and active inference account. In brief, according to such a
perspective, the brain’s ultimate goal is the long-term minimization of free energy, which (as we will
explain later, under simplifying assumptions) can be thought of as the “prediction error”, i.e. the
discrepancy between incoming information and generated predictions, based on consolidated
experience. Importantly, this is thought to be accomplished through two main avenues, namely either
via updating the beliefs one holds for aligning them with the environment (i.e. predictive processing), or
through action, which can help to experience the environment in accordance with prior beliefs (i.e.
active inference). Here, it should be noted, that Bayesian beliefs inherent in any Bayesian approach to
cognition should largely thought of as subpersonal. In other words, the experience subtended by
predictive processing is not necessarily a conscious experience but more like a percept (or possibly a
causative experience; i.e. qualia), embracing also other ‘automatic’ processes such as homeostatic
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control. One of the many interesting aspects of this account is that perception, learning and action are
not considered as isolated and passive processes, but they constitute interconnected processes, which
an organism actively deploys for making sense (or to put it in computational terms, ‘model’) the world,
in order to maintain its current living form [13].
1.3 The dialectical misattunement hypothesis of social interaction and a Bayesian account of
intersubjectivity
Taken together, we suggest that formally considering, both quantitative and qualitative, dynamically
changing interrelationships between and within levels of description (Fig.1), as well as temporal scales
will be essential for a comprehensive understanding of complex psychiatric conditions, such as ASC. In
light of this, the purpose of this paper will be three-fold: Firstly, to consider the integration of diverse
within-level (i.e. neurocognitive) processes embedded in a common framework, i.e. the predictive
processing and active inference account. Secondly, to outline the importance of taking into account
interrelationships across levels (i.e. the individual and the collective), via putting forward the
misattunement hypothesis of social interaction. Thirdly, to ultimately motivate the development of a
Bayesian account of intersubjectivity rather than of individual brains. Importantly, we also highlight the
practical implications of our theoretical approach (i.e. ethical, research, clinical and pedagogical). Taking
Autism Spectrum Conditions (ASC) as a paradigm case, we will give a description of the general
framework of our approach. More concretely, we will first review the field of autism research, with an
emphasis on recent interest in providing a Bayesian formulation of ASC. Based on this, we will argue in
favor of adopting the Bayesian accounts of brain function as a framework to integrate seemingly
contradictory neurocognitive hypotheses. Then, we will discuss different accounts of intersubjectivity,
which share a common ground by stating that individual level-analyses do not suffice for a
comprehensive understanding of social perception and cognition. Bringing together a dialectical
perspective to human communication and Bayesian (i.e. predictive processing and active inference)
accounts of individual mechanisms [14], we will introduce the dialectical misattunement hypothesis of
social interaction, which emphasizes the interdependence of individual and collective levels of
description.
More concretely, the dialectical misattunement hypothesis rethinks ASC, not merely as a disorder of the
individual brain, but as cumulative misattunement between persons as well. Misattunement across
persons can be thought of as disturbances of the dynamic and reciprocal unfolding of an interaction
across multiple time scales, resulting in increasingly divergent prediction and (inter-)action styles.
Consequently, with regards to neuroscientific research we propose moving from focusing only on
comparing groups of individuals to considering types of interaction between persons (e.g. homogeneous
dyads consisted of either only neuro-typical persons or only persons with a certain condition, as well as
heterogeneous dyads; including both tuned and non-tuned interactions2). Here the hypothesis holds
clear predictions: Interactions within homogeneous dyads are expected to appear smoother, compared
2

The term ‘tuned’ here refers to multiple aspects: tuning expectations of either or both the interactors, as well as
facilitating the interaction via tuning the communication medium (e.g. social conventions, as well as the cultural or
technological environment, which the interaction is embedded in).
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to heterogeneous dyads. Additionally, tuned interactions of either homogeneous or heterogeneous
dyads should appear as most effective. If these hypotheses are valid, the definition of a psychiatric
condition as ASC, can be thought of as relative to the ‘other’, and generally the social context. Such an
approach, will eventually allow us to escape an overly neurocentric research scope in psychiatry. Along
similar lines, we suggest that clinical and pedagogical practices should move beyond the individual, to
monitoring, evaluating and facilitating processes at the interpersonal level. Also, re-viewing ASC as a
misattunement between people, and not as disorder of the brain per se, may help to alleviate social
stigma and reduce social exclusion.
We will end by outlining a Bayesian account of intersubjectivity, referred to as the “observing-theinteractors” scheme, which will allow us to computationally describe the interplay of individual and
collective levels of activity during social interactions. Subsequent papers will delineate a practical
approach for testing the misattunement hypothesis of social interaction, based upon hierarchical
models of interpersonal interactions [15] and two person psychophysiology [16]. In what follows, we
focus on autism, but the proposed approach more generally applies to any process evolving at the
interface between the intra- and the inter-personal, including social exclusion across different
conditions.

2. Traditional views on Autism Sectrum Conditions
Although sparse references about resembling cases may have existed before [17], it was not until the
1940s that Hans Asperger and Leo Kanner described the condition of autism. Today autism is considered
as a neurodevelopmental disorder spanning a spectrum, which is characterized by impairments in social
interaction and communication, as well as restricted, repeated behaviors and interests. It is also not
uncommon for individuals with an autism spectrum condition to show enhanced abilities for specific
cognitive aspects including perception [18], attention [19] and memory [20]. While some approaches
have focused on the impairments, other accounts encompass both impaired and enhanced skills [21,22],
especially when it comes to the so-called “high-functioning” end of the spectrum. In the past half
century, a number of different cognitive hypotheses have been pursued in order to understand core
aspects of ASC. Although several important ideas have helped to shed light on specific facets, there is
still no consensus about a single theory that could offer a universal and yet specific explanation of the
condition. Here we will primarily focus on the “five big ideas” about autism, as suggested by Uta Frith
[23]:
Firstly, Baron-Cohen and colleagues proposed that individuals with ASC lack a specific metarepresentational capacity, namely a “theory of mind” (ToM), which prevents them from inferring upon
other people’s mental states [24]. As a consequence of this, individuals with ASC - so it is assumed cannot know about other people’s beliefs, emotions, desires, perceptions and intentions. In light of
findings, that individuals with ASC can make a conscious effort to think about others’ mental states, it
has been suggested that implicit, namely spontaneous mechanisms of mentalizing might be the ones
that are primarily linked to relevant difficulties in ASC, rather than explicit ones, which might be easier
compensated for through learning [25,26].
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The second big idea focuses on a special category of neurons, the so called “mirror neurons” [27,28],
which are active both when an action is performed and observed. The broken mirror neuron (BMN)
hypothesis proposes the explanation of impaired social skills in ASC on the basis of a dysfunctioning
mirror neuron system (MNS) [29,30]. A number of studies offered supportive evidence to the
involvement of MNS [29,31,32]. However, both the validity of a broken MNS and a direct, causal
relationship between the MNS and social skills in ASC have been challenged by other reports
[33,34]. Differences in MNS activation between neurotypical individuals and people with an ASC could
be alternatively traced back to earlier modulatory effects of the mentalizing system as well (e.g. [35,36]).
Alternatively, the social motivation (SM) hypothesis focuses on motivational rather than ‘purely
cognitive’ aspects [37]. It proposes that people with ASC lack the inherent social drive, which would
assist them in exploiting the necessary learning opportunities for developing expertise in social
cognition. More precisely, the hypothesis is settled upon the fact that social orienting, social seeking and
liking, as well as social maintaining appear to be affected in ASC. On a biological level, the focus is placed
on the human reward system, where either specific social impairments or more general reward-related
dysfunction could explain the behavioral findings. A suboptimal oxytocin regulation has also been
implicated in ASC, which could for example reflect differences in relating social stimuli to rewarding
values (e.g. see [38–41]).
The fourth idea, namely the weak central coherence (WCC) hypothesis considers ASC as a different,
detailed-oriented cognitive style [18,42–44]. More precisely, it claims that people with an ASC tend to
process information locally, rather than globally. It predicts that people with ASC will have difficulties in
perceiving information in context. According to this idea, people with ASC perceive the world differently
in a number of aspects, including visual, auditory and linguistic functions. Later, the enhanced perceptual
functioning hypothesis attributed this local bias to a superiority of detail processing per se and not due
to inferiority of global information processing [45]. In the meanwhile, the monotropism hypothesis
proposed a generalization from the tendency to focus on a local level to a need of focusing on a single
source level of information [46].
Finally, the executive dysfunction (ED) hypothesis focuses on the difficulties, that people with ASC face
when it comes to executive functions, i.e. problems primarily associated with functions such as planning,
flexibility, inhibition and working memory [47–50]. For instance, difficulties related to dealing with novel
situations and improvising, as well as perseverative stereotyped behavior in ASC can be explained by ED.
This hypothesis has been taken to suggest that the study of frontal cortex function should be particularly
relevant for a neurofunctional understanding of ASC.
To conclude this brief introduction of various accounts of ASC, it can be said that a number of different
hypotheses have provided important insights into specific aspects of the condition of ASC; still, none of
them is considered to provide a global explanation. In fact, it has been argued that a single explanation
at the cognitive, neural or genetic level might be intractable [51–53]. However, an interest in a
potentially unifying account has recently re-emerged while making reference to and drawing upon the
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Bayesian brain hypothesis and particularly the predictive processing and active inference scheme
[16,54–62]. It is to the discussion of this approach and its relevance for ASC that we now turn.

3. Bayesian approaches
3.1 The Bayesian Brain Hypothesis
The main premise of the Bayesian brain hypothesis rests on the idea that the brain represents
information accessed via the sensory organs in the form of probability densities, as opposed to single
numbers, which are continuously updated, as if following a specific set of mathematical formulas based
on the Bayes theorem. Crucially, this allows for optimal information integration both in time and space,
multimodal cue integration, as well as flexible information manipulation without the need to commit to
particular decisions at an early stage of processing [63]. To put it simply, through a Bayesian lens one
can view the brain as an organ which calculates and maintains probabilities about events in the
environment or about the self, via a combination of already gained experience and newly sensed
information. Crucially, the more confidence (i.e. precision) is placed on the validity of experience (i.e.
prior beliefs) the less the latter is updated in the face of new incoming information (i.e. evidence).
To make it more intuitive, let us imagine a young woman, Penelope, who living in Southern Greece,
wakes up on a summer morning late for her work. The blinds are shut down and there is no time to
check the weather outside the window. Will she take her umbrella on the way out? Based on her
experience (i.e. prior beliefs; it rarely rains in Southern Greece in the summer), she decides not to take
her umbrella with her. However, in the evening it happens to rain (evidence). The next day, Penelope,
bringing together experience and the previous day’s facts, thinks there might be a slightly higher
probability of raining (i.e. posterior belief), but this is still not high enough to persuade her that carrying
an umbrella might be a good idea. After several days of raining, she eventually decides to put the
umbrella in her bag. She has come to believe that the probability of raining is high enough these days,
despite her opposing experience of previous years. Perhaps not surprisingly from a Bayesian point of
view, Penelope still keeps the umbrella with her for a few days after the weather has been sunny and
dry again. Before concluding our example, it is worthwhile to introduce the concept of precision, which
can be generally thought of as the confidence about a certain belief. Let us imagine a second scenario,
where Penelope wakes up on a summer morning in Japan, where she has been travelling for a few days.
She has heard that weather is generally dry in summer in the city she stays. Yet, on the first day it does
happen to rain. Interestingly, already from the next day she decides to take an umbrella with her. Why
did she change her mind so quickly in this case? Adopting a Bayesian perspective, one could argue that
Penelope, although holding a high prior belief about not raining, changes her mind quickly due to the
relatively low confidence (i.e. precision) she places on these prior beliefs of her, which have been the
result of rumors and not her own experience.
3.2 The hypo-priors hypothesis of autism
Coming back to our main example of ASC, Pellicano and Burr adopted a Bayesian standpoint to argue
that non-social features of ASC might be well explained in reference to attenuated Bayesian priors (i.e.
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priors of relatively low precision, so-called hypo-priors) [54]. This hypothesis anticipates a relatively
more precise perception in ASC, driven primarily by perceptual evidence as opposed to prior knowledge,
as well as the sense of being overwhelmed by this information, a common complaint of persons with
ASC. Moreover, the hypo-priors hypothesis predicts the impedence of performance in ambiguous
situations when prior knowledge is crucial for optimally solving a perceptual problem of inference.
Finally, it was considered that a different learning style, namely one resembling overfitting in machine
learning, and differences in adaptation can also be explained by this hypothesis (cf. [64]).
The hypo-priors hypothesis was then reformulated [56,57] within the predictive processing scheme, a
more specific Bayesian account [65–68], while considering social aspects of individual cognition and
behavior [60,61]. It is worth noting that the importance of difficulties related to predictions had been
noted in the autism literature in the past as well (e.g. [69]). However, the more recent shift toward
focusing on predictive processing and particularly on the concept of precision as described above can
offer a potentially unifying explanation of autistic symptoms and directly relate computational findings
with tractable neurobiological mechanisms. Before explaining how a predictive processing and active
inference framework could, therefore, facilitate research into autism, we will first present the
underlying basic ideas.
3.3 Predictive processing and active inference
The general idea of predictive processing and active inference is not new. For instance, one can find
indications in Hermann von Helmholtz [70], who spoke about “unconscious inference” in the 19th
century, drawing on ideas going back to ancient philosophers. Additionally, relevant traces can be found
in ideas such as the reaffference and ideomotor principles [71–73]. To put it simply, within a predictive
processing and active inference framework the brain is essentially viewed as a “prediction machine”
whose ultimate goal is the minimization of “prediction error” by deploying hierarchical generative
models. More precisely, higher levels of a hierarchy continously produce predictions, which are tested
against the input information of the immediate lower levels. The discrepancy between predictions and
incoming information, i.e. the “prediction error”, is propagated to higher-levels, reconfiguring the
system to optimize its next predictions. Notably, propagating only the error and not the actual incoming
information to higher levels is an efficient and resource-oriented way of reducing the bandwith of the
processed information, which is also exploited in data compression techniques, such as the common
JPEG format. In short, two processes take place at the same time in opposite directions; predictions are
propagated backward from higher to lower levels, trying to explain away prediction errors, and
prediction errors are propagated forward from lower to higher levels, updating predictions (Fig. 2).3. The
hierarchical structure of the model is of immense importance because it enables the brain to optimize
its own (empirical) priors on the fly. Additionally, it allows for effective representations of increasing
abstraction. From a neurobiological perspective, forward connections may arise in superficial pyramidal
3

Please note the new perspective, which is introduced with the predictive processing definitions of ‘backward’ and
‘forward’ connections, contrasted with the ‘feedback’ and ‘feedforward’ ones, since in the context of predictive
processing the backward connections are the ones providing feedback via prediction error information on the
forward stream of predictions [68].
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cells, whereas the sources of backward connections are assumed to reside in deep pyramidal cells
[74,75].

Figure 2. A simplified representation of the predictive processing idea (taken from: Stephanics et. al, 2013):
representation units (R; deep pyramidal cells) receive inputs (blue arrows) from error units (E; superficial
pyramidal cells) of the same (dotted line) and lower levels, while error units receive inputs (green arrows) from the
same (dotted lines) and higher levels. Black arrows represent inhibitory intrinsic connections.

At this point, it is important to place the predictive processing in the more general context of active
inference (a corollary of the free energy principle). Crucially, active inference takes predictive processing
beyond the domain of perceptual inference and provides an account of action. The brain can be seen as
inferring upon the causal structure of the world by updating “beliefs”, which are represented as
probability densities. Most simply, the latter would take the form of Gaussian distributions, fully defined
by their mean (i.e. expectation) and variance (i.e. inverse precision). Under this simplifying assumption
(i.e. the Laplace assumption), the generalization of prediction error minimization to “free energy”
minimization becomes mathematically more evident.4 The latter then takes the form of a difference
between the predictions of a model and the representations to be predicted [13]. Indeed, free energy
had been originally formulated for confronting the difficult problem of exact inference, transforming it
into an easy problem of optimization. It could be possible, that a similar trick is used by the brain in
order to efficiently approximate the inference problem in a quasi-optimal Bayesian way. Interestingly,
the free energy principle has been proposed as a potentially unifying brain theory, accounting for action,
perception and learning. In short, an agent has two options for supressing free energy; first by
selectively sampling the environment for fullfilling its own expectations (i.e. through acting referred to
as active inference) and second by optimizing these expectations for better matching with its sensations
(i.e. through perception and learning referred to as predictive processing [76,77]). More broadly, one
could sketch a path which, starting from the existence of life (as a process leading to a restricted number
of states), passes through entropy (referring to a tendency to resist the 2nd law of thermodynamics),
surpise (viewing entropy here as a mean value of surprise over time), free energy (as an upper bound of
4

In this setting free energy can be regarded as an approximation, namely an upper bound, to Bayesian model
evidence, which is the probability of observing the data given a specific model.
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surprise) and eventually leads to prediction error, which as we pointed out can be considered as the free
energy under certain simplifying assumptions. As provocatively put by Karl Friston “the motivation for
minimizing free energy has hitherto used the following sort of argument: systems that do not minimize
free energy cannot exist”.
Crucially, in the setting of predictive processing and active inference the degree of prediction updating
(i.e. the learning rate) is controlled by the relative precision of successive levels. More precisely, it is
proportional to a relative precision-weighted prediction error. This makes sense, since it would be
generally desirable for an agent to update their beliefs first when the prediction error is large and
second when they are unsure (low precision or confidence) about their prior beliefs compared to
incoming information of lower levels in the hierarchy (about the importance of precision see [78]).
Importantly, the idea of an updating rule proportional to the precision-weighted prediction error is a
potentially neurobiologically plausible account, where precision is assumed to be represented by the
gain of superficial pyramidal cells calculating precision errors [79–81]. Psychologically, increases and
decreases in the precision of sensory prediction errors have been associated with sensory attention and
attenuation respectively. In other words, attending to (or attenuating) a sensory stream is, under
predictive processing, mediated by affording more (or less) precision to that stream [82].
Before concluding this introduction to predictive processing and active inference, it is worth noting that
this scheme could be considered as a dialectical framework in and of itself. Firstly, it defines action and
perception as the interplay between two closely intertwined avenues for minimizing prediction error.
New perceptual states can inform future actions, while informed adjustment and sampling of the
environment (i.e. action) decisively contributes to updating perception. Essentially perception and
action become here two dialectical facets of the same process, namely minimization of free energy.
Additionally, prediction updating and activity can be viewed as dialectical processes in time, between
prior experience and incoming information, whose confrontation yields adjusted relations between
environment and the self, either through updating current beliefs or the perceived environment itself.
We again see here a circular causality that is central to enactive (Bayesian) inference - and speaks to
related notions in enactivism and embodied cognition (see Section 5). After having provided a general
introduction of the predictive processing and active inference framework, its putative role in
understanding autism will be presented in the following.
3.4 The aberrant precision hypothesis of autism
It has been suggested that considering the role of precision in cognitive and behavioral processes could
be important for understanding differences between neurotypical persons and people with an ASC:
Indeed, there is preliminary neurobiological evidence, with regard to the functionality of certain
neuromodulators that is suggestive of aberrant precision in ASC (see [60]). Additionally, several,
psychological findings in ASC could be putatively attributed to aberrant precision estimation (e.g. see
[61,83]). For instance, sound and visual stimuli hypersensitivity is typically observed in people with ASC
(e.g. [45]). Through a predictive processing and active inference lens, consideration of irrelevant
information due to increased precision can possibly lead to perceptual overload, or in other words
perceptual hypersensitivity. Furthermore, stereotypies, repetitive behaviors and self-stimulation, all
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commonly observed in ASC, could be viewed as efforts for creating scenarios of reduced prediction
error, because other pathways fail to do so. Finally, another core attribute of ASC, i.e. withdrawal to
one’s own self, might constitute an alternative strategy of generally keeping prediction errors low. This
kind of behavior could also be linked to an attenuation of motivational factors due to a persistent
inefficiency to trigger reward through decreasing prediction errors [84,85].
Intriguingly, certain predictions made by the aberrant precision hypothesis can be formally tested via
deploying predictive processing modeling. The latter approach allows for the tracking of potentially
critical processes of the hypothesized “predictive brain” and may, therefore, have the potential to
become an invaluable tool for revisiting the condition of autism. To date, a number of different
theoretical and computational predictive processing and active inference models have been put
forward, covering a variety of levels, functions and temporal scales. In the next section, we will suggest
modeling examples of potential relevance to the autism research on the individual level. More
specifically, we will view here predictive processing and active inference as a common framework for readdressing traditional ideas about ASC. The “five big ideas”, which rest on diverse functions of a
cognitive level, will motivate and help to structure our suggestion.

4. Individual level: Predictive processing and active inference as a common framework for
integrating diverse neurocognitive hypotheses
Theory of Mind (ToM) - as described above - can be viewed as an inference problem [86], where the
brain tries to understand ‘invisible’ mental states, through observable human behavior. Koster-Hale and
Saxe review evidence that relates ToM to predictive processing formulations [87]. To that end, they
consider how relevant brain regions such as the superior temporal sulcus (STS), temporoparietal
junction (TPJ) and medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC) might be involved in mental state inference across
different time scales. To be more specific, STS has been implicated in neural reactions to face and body
action in the scale of seconds, while TPJ has been related to assessing desires and beliefs of other
people, which can last from minutes to years and MPFC has been thought to contribute to the
evaluation of temporally more stable traits of other people.
The social motivation (SM) hypothesis of autism focuses on how a lack of motivation for processing and
learning about social aspects could be relevant for understanding ASC or how difficulties in social
cognition could decrease interest for social cues. Interestingly, Heyes has argued that social learning
shares the same basic cognitive mechanisms with non-social learning [88]. In line with this, Behrens et
al. indicated that standard reward-based associative processes guide the acquisition of social
information as well [89]. More specifically, they showed activation of the anterior cingulate cortex gyrus
(ACCs) and sulcus (ACCg) for reward-based and social learning respectively. At the level of decisionmaking, it was found that ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC) encodes both probabilities about the
social and non-social sources, appearing to integrate information from ACCs and ACCg in a subjectspecific fashion (see also [90,91]). Consequently, the above mentioned brain regions could potentially
play an important role in the investigation of ASC related differences in multimodal cue integration and
contextualization of precision in social and non-social cues.
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As previously discussed, the so-called “mirror neuron system” has also been implicated in ASC via the
broken mirror neuron (BMN) hypothesis. According to the BMN hypothesis, difficulties in ASC in
understanding others’ actions and intentions may arise from a defective functioning of the mirror
neuron system. However, precisely how mirror neurons contribute to action/intention understanding is
still unclear [92]. Kilner and colleagues suggested that the brain deploys a mirror neuron predictive
processing model and minimizes prediction error at all levels [93]. More specifically, they considered a
hierarchy that consists of four levels of decreasing abstraction descending the hierarchy; the (1)
intention, (2) goal, (3) kinematic, and (4) muscle levels respectively (see [94]). These levels of behavior
are generally assumed to be independent of each other [94]. This assumption, however, appears not to
be true as recent evidence indicates that the kinematics of a performed movement already reflect the
agent’s intention and makes it distinguishable [95]. This raises the intriguing possibility that intentions
may be decoded from movement kinematics [96]. A reasonable framework for integrating different
sources of prediction is that a range of possible intentions is first estimated from the spatial and
temporal context, e.g. in predictive areas outside the mirror system [92]. This prior prediction can
impact on action understanding, constraining the number of possible intentions. Early movement
discriminant kinematic features of the observed motor act, can lead then to the selection of the most
probable intention. Studying such inference problems in light of predictive processing and active
inference could provide further insights on the implications of a broken mirror neuron account for
understanding ASC.
Visual processing and particularly the extraction of spatiotemporal regularities might also be related to
specific theories about ASC, such as the weak central coherence hypothesis (WCC). Natural images tend
to be correlated both in space and time. That is, natural scenes usually consist of finite regions of
relatively uniform attributes and tend to reflect region-specific uniform intensity values [97]. For
example, a stable object, being viewed from a constant perspective appears to emit relatively similar
intensity values over time. These regular spatio-temporal characteristics can be exploited by the visual
system to predict intensity values in advance based on neighboring and historical information. Indeed,
Rao and Ballard proposed that the brain predicts this kind of regularities via a predictive processing
model [98], embodied in neural loops of increasing receptive fields as ascending the hierarchy (e.g. the
lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) – primary visual cortex (V1) – secondary visual cortex (V2) feedback
loop [97]). Such a family of models could be exploited in the future for an investigation of aspects
related to a weak central coherence in ASC and more precisely the extraction of perceptual regularities.
For instance, quantifying autism-specific styles in extracting such regularities could yield further insights
about facts as perceptual hypersensitivity and differences in perceiving certain kind of illusions (e.g. see
[99]).
The executive dysfunction (ED) hypothesis focuses on executive cognition and behavior. Kopp has
recently emphasized the relevance of executive function for predictive processing theories [100]. More
precisely, drawing on the latter and self-terminating operating units [101], Kopp proposed a theoretical
hierarchical model for dealing with executive dysfunction, especially focusing on brain regions as the
medial, orbital and lateral prefrontal cortex (PFC). Indeed, there is evidence speaking for a hierarchical
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organization of the rostro-caudal axis of the PFC, based on the level of abstraction (see [102,103]). We
suggest such kind of models could prove to be fruitful in studying putative executive dysfunction
through the hierarchical inference entailed by predictive processing and active inference in ASC.
Lawson and colleagues have recently put forward several suggestions with regard to potentially
aberrant predictive processing processes relevant for an understanding of ASC at a neurobiological level
as well [60]. For instance, plasma oxytocin, which has been suggested to control the relative salience of
social and non-social stimuli [41], has been found to be reduced in children with ASC [38]. These can be
linked to an aberrant precision hypothesis, under the assumption that oxytocin is involved in
contextualizing precision of social as compared non-social stimuli (see [104]).
Taken together, we suggest that a multitude of aspects in ASC can be integrated under the predictive
processing and active inference perspective. By doing so, ASC can be revisited as a different prediction
and (inter-)action style, as opposed to a set of a priori impaired neurocognitive functions that reside in
specific brain regions. This exact shift of perspective, however, begs the question of how does such a
different style emerge? In the next section we tackle this question, by leaning on sociocultural historical
theories, which emphasize the social construction of the (a-)typical self and Bayesian accounts of brain
function, which provide a powerful toolbox for the investigation of underlying mechanisms.

5. Integrating individual and collective levels of analysis: The dialectical misattunement
hypothesis
We open this section by discussing different approaches which although following distinct lines of
argument converge on the idea that focusing on individual brains will not be enough to fully understand
the human mind and psychopathology. In particular, we will argue against considering only biological
mechanisms, since in our view, the latter reductionist approach covers only part of the dialectical
interplay between individual processes and the collective level of analysis. In fact, cultural historical
activity theories have strongly emphasized the importance of considering the interrelationship between
individual and socio-cultural processes in psychological and psychopathological research: For instance,
Vygotsky already distinguished social interaction as a key factor in the formation of consciousness and
‘higher’ human psychological processes, which he argued are developed through and due to social
interactions [6]. Additionally, he claimed that every function appears twice in a child’s development, first
on a social level (i.e. “intermind”) and then on an individual level (i.e. “intramind”): “All the higher
functions originate as actual relationships between individuals” [5]. In other words, he suggested that
through communication, through the direct social interaction with others a child internalizes active
cultural values in society (as cited in [6]), realizing that the (a-)typical self is dialectically and socially
constructed.
Interestingly, recent developments in accounts of social cognition and intersubjectivity have also
focused on the enabling or even constitutive role of social interaction [15,16,95,105–124]. More
specifically, mainstream acounts of social cognition have been criticised for neglecting the interactive
dimension of social situations and for adopting an individualistic view of (social) cognition (e.g.
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specifically on the example of autism see [125], philosophical considerations [107] and neuroscientific
research [120]). With regard to psychiatric conditions it has also been suggested that transdiagnostically
observed social impairments are more likely or may only manifest under conditions of real-time social
interaction, whereas situations of social observation might be less problematic [123]. Furthermore,
several accounts have been critical toward core assumptions of contemporary cognitivist paradigms,
which have been thought of as viewing the brain or more generally the organism merely as a passive
’consumer’ of external stimuli [126]. Despite each account’s distinct commitments, these kinds of
approaches are usually positioned under the umbrella of the 4Es [127,128], which described cognition
as enactive [129–131], embodied [132–134], embedded [130,132,133], extended [130,135], but also
affective [136,137]. In line with these accounts, using scenarios of higher echological validity, which do
not neglect the critical role of the body, the environment and interactions in cognition, could offer a
more suitable framework to study brain function and behavior [16,120].
On top of providing a naturalistic scenario, interactive situations also potentially allow for the
consideration of turn-taking (e.g. [112]) and emergent social phenomena at higher levels of description,
which otherwise might remain intangible (e.g. [15]). In neuroscience, cognition has generally tended to
imply a dynamic interaction between brain areas merely within a single skull. However, there is no
theoretical reason to a priori exclude other body parts, and generally other people, as well as mediating
cultural tools, as cultural historical activity theories would emphasize. In line with an enactivist or
dynamical systems perspective two or more communicating agents can be seen as a coupled system,
being driven by non-linear interactions (e.g. [113,114,138]). However, investigating individual predictive
processing mechanisms in order to understand communicative processes between agents could also be
particularly informative. Notably, a formal account of addressing communication as reciprocal exchange
of predictions about the other’s behavior has recently been put forward [139,140]: This account, which
rests on predictive processing, takes into consideration both perceptual updating and action expression
within a closed loop between two agents. Here, simulations were used to illustrate how two agents,
which model each other, could in theory converge into a system of generalized synchrony (i.e.
synchronization of chaos), thereby effectively embodying a single shared model. In contrast to this
‘solipsistic’ understanding of communication, we argue that by adopting a dialectical perspective we will
look for such synchronization dynamics across different levels of description and do not assume that my
understanding of another is realized entirely in my own head.
To be more specific, we suggest that a ‘dialectical misattunement’ constitutes one of the defining factors
of ASC and other psychiatric conditions. We suggest that communication misalignments and weak
interpersonal coupling in social interactions might be the result of increasingly divergent predictive and
(inter-)action styles across individuals (cf. predictive processing and active inference). From an
ontogenetic perspective, such a misattunement could result in impoverished opportunities for acquiring
socio-culturally mediated knowledge and skills. In other words, we view two potentially cardinal
processes that are tightly intertwined in a dialectical relationship: at the collective level weak coupling,
crucially modulated by sociocultural factors, might lead to greater inter-individual incompatibilities in
prediction and (inter-)action styles, while at the individual level, diverging prediction and (inter-)action
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styles might lead to weak communicative coupling with others in social interaction. 5 In short, ‘dialectical
misattunement’ refers to an imbalance between individual and collective levels, rather than exclusively
considering single levels. This view particularly highlights the critical role of social interaction into human
development and the social construction of the (a-)typical self. Consequently, the interactive nature of
social situations can help to enhance or decrease differences in prediction and (inter-)action style in a
feedback-loop fashion (cf. the circular causality introduced above). That is, small initial differences in the
individual level are thought of cumulatively enhancing (or weakening) interpersonal coupling during
social interaction and vice versa. Schematically, an initial communicative gap, could yield incompatible
prediction and action styles and vice versa (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Dialectical Misattunement: increasing communicative gap (collective level) yields increasingly different
prediction and action styles (individual level) and vice versa.

Notably, such communicative misattunement could be expected to unfold across multiple temporal
scales; for example this could take place during the course of a dialogue (scale of minutes), during a
human relationship (scale of months or years), or along development (scale of a lifetime). Additionally,
with regard to groups of people (e.g. the so called psychopathological groups, or generally any other
social group), this kind of misattunement could even take on a cultural form, spanning a scale of several
generations. For instance, culturally cultivated beliefs in a given society about a specific group of people
(e.g. stereotypes) might modulate the communication efficacy between in- and out-group persons.
More broadly, we believe that for gaining a complete understanding of conditions such as ASC, a shift of
focus from the individual brain to the interaction between people, is essential. Intriguingly, as we will
argue in the next and final section, such an approach could yield formal insights into both individual and
collective mechanisms (cf. [15]), as well as intra- and inter-condition communication characteristics.
Additionally, in psychiatry it could facilitate research at both a diagnostic and a treatment level. In short,
we view the future of relevant theoretical research and clinical practice not only as an investigation of
‘disordered’ brain mechanisms, but of a ‘misattunement’ between persons as well. In line with the
dialectical misattunement of social interaction hypothesis, which highlights intersubjectivity as an
indispensable factor of human development, we also suggest the enrichment of approaches which
5

Please note misattunement encompasses both aspects of dissimilarity (e.g. social misalignment) and
non-complementarity (e.g. dysregulated coupling).
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exclusively aim at ‘tuning’ the person with the ASC. To this end, we suggest considering tuning also the
‘other’ (i.e. the neurotypical person who the person with ASC interacts with), as well as the social
interaction medium (i.e. sociocultural framework, such as social expectations and stereotypes, as well as
technological medium such as educational social robotics) [16].
More precisely, in a clinical setting, one could, therefore, pay attention not only to the potentially
“maladaptive” processes within the diseased individual, but to the coupling dynamics of the dyad (for
instance during psychotherapy or group sessions) and critically the interaction between the individual
and the collective. Additionally, our approach also motivates an alternative pedagogical program. The
latter would primarily aim at tuning, not merely individual behavior, but crucially the interaction
between people. Here, the pedagogical procedure would move beyond the traditional classroom,
focusing on cognitive and behavioral aspects of not only the person with a specific condition (e.g. ASC),
but also their interactors (e.g. parents, educators, or other peers) and most importantly communication
and mediating factors (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. Schematic presentation of a misattunement amelioration: by intervening both on the individual (e.g.
cognitive and behavioral training of both interactors) and the collective level (e.g. adjustments of
cultural/technological tools, sociofeedback). (blue: individual trajectory of an person with ASC; orange: individual
trajectory of an person without ASC; trajectories here represent multiple temporal scales, from minutes in the
course of a conversation to years across development).

This could be achieved by developing adjustable frameworks, both to the individual and the interaction
itself. A promising solution could be found in the form of ‘smart’ technology, which could track and
guide traditional educational practice, taking into account real-time activity, but also historically relevant
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aspects (e.g. [141]). Crucially, while biofeedback techniques have been fruitfully used for monitoring and
constructively exploiting individual activity (e.g. physiological factors), our approach would further point
toward an extended notion of feedback, here referred to as ‘sociofeedback’, including relational
parameters as well (e.g. interpersonal coupling). Furthermore, the proposed shift of attention could be
beneficial not only in clinical and pedagogical practice, but more broadly with regard to societal practice.
For instance, by diffusing ideas in society about viewing psychiatric conditions, as disorders of social
interaction rather than disorders of individuals [123], psychiatric stigma could be attenuated. As
Vygotsky used to highlight, simply speaking, aspects of specific difficulties related to psychiatric
conditions can be thought of as falling into two main categories; first aspects which are directly related
to a biological level, and second aspects which are related to relevant beliefs and practices in society.
Although social processes play a decisive role in shaping a person’s mental reality, emphasis is usually
only given to biology. Notably, such difficulties being a social product to a large extent, they could be
historically (along both social-historical and individual-developmental trajectories) alleviated.
Furthermore, our approach emphasizes the dialectical relation of the collective and the individual (e.g.
interrelations between culture and individual persons, as in interactions between ‘patient’ and
‘examiner’, or ‘patient’ and ‘non-patient’). The broadened scope of effective treatment could
encompass both personal and interpersonal parameters. In this light, the relativity of psychiatric
diagnosis, which is usually the outcome of a communicative procedure between a potential patient and
a culturally tuned examiner (e.g. psychiatrist or psychologist), also becomes more evident (cf.
[10,16,115,123,142]). In technical terms, our approach could be reframed as studying potential dynamic
and recurrent feedback loops across and within different levels of description, as well as temporal
scales, driving both quantitative and qualitative changes (cf. dialectics). We believe that computational
modeling, such as Bayesian accounts, as well as dynamical systems approaches can prove to be fruitful
tools for scientifically testing the potentials of such a perspective. In fact, in our closing section we will
motivate a Bayesian account of intersubjectivity, which will aim at formally accommodating both
individual and collective mechanisms.

6. Summary and Outlook: From a synthesis of dialectical and computational approaches to a
Bayesian account of intersubjectivity
In this article, taking dialectics as a point of departure and drawing upon insights from multiple areas of
research we have argued that considering inherent interrelations as well as integrating findings from
diverse levels of description, within-level processes and multiple temporal scales will be essential in
future autism research. Such a holistic development, we claim, will help to unveil the intrinsic units of
analysis for reconstructing the critical dimensions of a multilevel and multidimensional condition such as
ASC; thus here thought of as an ‘autism space’, rather than a spectrum. In particular, we discussed how
a framework such as the predictive processing and active inference could be used for bringing together
and re-addressing under a common umbrella, traditional hypotheses at the level of the individual (e.g.
neurobiology, cognition and behavior). By doing so, ASC was revisited as a different prediction and
(inter-)action style, as opposed to a set of a priori impaired neurocognitive functions that reside in
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specific brain regions. Then we argued that such an approach is not sufficient on its own, but needs to
be directed towards the relevant real-life phenomena that take place during social interaction.
Consequently, we propose an approach for integrating a computational and a dialectical perspective to
psychiatric conditions for scientifically studying both intra- and inter-personal processes by introducing
the ‘dialectical misattunement’ hypothesis of social interaction. Misattunement across persons is
thought of as disturbances of the dynamic and reciprocal unfolding of an interaction across multiple
time scales, resulting in increasingly divergent prediction and (inter-)action styles (ways of generating
and expressing expectations about the (social) world and the self). This thesis does not consider
psychiatric conditions, such as ASC, merely as disordered function within individual brains, but rather as
an interactive mismatch between persons.
In a forthcoming paper we will use the conceptual arguments introduced above to illustrate the
dialectical misattunement hypothesis formally. Specifically, we will analyze two-person simulations and
experiments [16] with dual hierarchal Gaussian filters (HGF; [143]), as a formal (computational) model of
dyadic exchange [15]. This provides a quantitative and principled description of the dialectical
misattunement hypothesis - and how it could be verified empirically using relatively simple paradigms
and analyses. In concrete terms, we suggest that established techniques of multilevel computational
modeling (e.g. [143,144]) can be used to investigate the interrelation of individual brain mechanisms
and interpersonal processes. Intrasubjective parameters (e.g. on the dynamics of belief updating) will be
used for modeling individual brain processes of two (or more) brains, while intersubjective will be
introduced on a second meta-Bayesian level for capturing dyadic (or group collective) processes, such as
interpersonal coupling [15]. The latter scheme will thus move beyond current neuromodeling
approaches by also considering emergent phenomena on higher levels of description, such as questions
about the autonomy of a dyad or a group of people and the individuality of the mind. To give a more
specific example, in the context of collective decision-making or joint action, a non-linear model might
optimally explain observed behavior, thus, providing evidence that the dyad or the group is different
than the sum of individuals. Inversely, this framework could address questions about how mechanisms
of societal structure, and in general collective processes, in turn, shape individual reality. For instance,
one could differentially study the potentially distinct impact, which a competitive versus a collaborative
structure might exert upon an individual. Notably, this kind of modeling architecture will not be merely
able to model multiple levels of description, but interlevel processes as well (e.g. internalization and
externalization mechanisms).
Moving the focus from the observation of individual observers, toward a multilevel observation of dyads
and groups of interactors could help to explore whether and how interpersonal coordination might
actually serve as a prior and modulate the need for inferences about hidden causes of social behavior.
Such an intersubjectively Bayesian approach, we claim, will provide a formal characterization of subjectspecific, as well as dyad- and group-level dynamics. It will, thereby, significantly advance our
understanding of ASC and other psychiatric conditions thought of as disorders of social interaction. As
we provocatively state in the title of this article we suggest we need to go beyond autism, not by
neglecting the existence of the condition, but by adopting a holistic approach, which will embrace the
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individual with autism, as well as the socioculturally mediated interactions with other people. The
ultimate goal of such an approach will be to go beyond current diagnostic and treatment practice by
promoting a reciprocal alignment of individual and societal practices as opposed to a single-sided
adjustment of individual behavior and brain function into the ‘normal’.

Table 1. Glossary of terms, as they either appear in the bibliography (e.g. Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy) or
were introduced in this article.

Table 1

Glossary of terms

Active inference

An account of action according to which (biological) systems sample the
environment in accordance with prior beliefs, for minimizing free energy.

Bayesian account
of intersubjectivity

Τhe ‘Bayesian account of intersubjectivity’ is considered here as a Bayesian
account of human activity, that takes into account both intrapersonal and
interpersonal processes.

Bayesian inference

A method of statistical inference in which Bayes' theorem is used to update
the probability for a hypothesis as more evidence or information becomes
available.

Biofeedback

A training technique by which a person learns how to regulate certain body
functions, such as heart rate, blood pressure, or brain wave patterns, that are
normally considered to be involuntary.

Cultural-historical
psychology

Theory aiming at accounting for the inseparable unity of mind, brain and
culture, in their development (and/or degradation) in concrete sociohistorical settings (in case of individuals) and throughout the history of
humankind (as socio-biological species).

Circular causality

Common situation in complex systems (with several interconnected causes
and effects) where an action is controlled or affected by its own outcome or
result.
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Dialectics

The dialectical method states that phenomena can be understood only in
their wholeness, inner contradiction and movement.

Dialectical
misattunement

The ‘dialectical misattunement hypothesis’ rethinks a psychiatric condition
such as ASC, not merely as a disorder of the individual brain, but as
cumulative misattunement between persons as well. Misattunement across
persons can be thought of as disturbances of the dynamic and reciprocal
unfolding of an interaction across multiple time scales, resulting in
increasingly divergent prediction and action styles.

Dualism

Theory stating that for some particular domain, there are two fundamental
kinds or categories of things or principles (e.g. the physical and the mental).

Enactivism

Philosophical account that argues that cognition arises through a dynamic
interaction between an acting organism and its environment.

Emergence

Phenomenon whereby larger entities arise through interactions among
smaller or simpler entities such that the larger entities exhibit properties the
smaller/simpler entities do not exhibit.

Free energy

Principle that tries to explain how (biological) systems maintain their order by
restricting themselves to a limited number of states.

Heterogeneous
dyads

‘Heterogeneous dyads’ are considered here dyads consisted of either only
neuro-typical persons, or only persons with a certain condition, as ASC.

Homogeneous
dyads

‘Homogeneous dyads’ are considered here dyads consisted of persons with
different conditions, such as one neurotypical person and one person with
ASC.

Interaction tuning

Interaction tuning here refers to tuning of expectations of either or both
interactors, as well as facilitating a social interaction via tuning the
communication medium.

Intrapersonal

(Processes) being unfolded within the person.
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Interpersonal

(Processes) being unfolded between persons.

Precision

A statistical term defined as the inverse variance and can be thought of as the
confidence a (biological) system places upon its beliefs.

Prediction error

The discrepancy between incoming information and a (biological) system’s
generated predictions.

Predictive
coding/processing

Theory that states that (biological) systems are constantly generating and
updating hypotheses that predict sensory input at varying levels of
abstraction, for minimizing free energy.

Reductionism

A belief that the whole of reality consists of a minimal number of parts.

Sociofeedback

‘Sociofeedback’ is considered here a (future) training technique by which a
person, a dyad or a group of people will learn how to (co-)regulate certain
social interaction processes, such as interpersonal coupling and coordination.
The concept also applies to automatic adjustment of the interaction medium,
based on social interaction monitoring.

Synergetics

An interdisciplinary science explaining the formation and self-organization of
patterns and structures in open systems far from thermodynamic equilibrium.
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